
TAKE OUT MONSTERS 
A series in progress by [student’s name] 



Ever seen something lurking out of the corner of your eye? Something that doesn’t look quite alive? 

Ever moved into a house and sensed something watching you? Like you’re not alone? 

Ever just wanted those things to STOP? 



Well, look no further my dears! With our trained experts in everything spooky and scary, 
we’re here to help you with any and all of your monster needs!  
Now, there’s a strong chance you may be asking yourself right now: “Who are these 
weirdos?” or “Why is this commercial playing on my TV?” or perhaps even, “Wait, why the 
hell is my TV unplugged?”  
Just take a deep breath and listen, we promise you won’t regret it! 



Trust us, all this is normal. At least, as normal as it can be… when you work  
with monsters!  

But first, a little about our agency: we’re a group of maniacs who have been 
studying monsters for years and finally decided to put our unique talents to use! Our 
job is to detect, capture, and rehabilitate any monsters you need us to! 

We have two types of staff: common and international. Common staff are those 
stationed in certain areas around the world who will be assigned to you after hearing 
the problem at hand! Our international staff are the ones willing to fly out to help 
with any creatures who may come from a specific culture, ones that require extra 
assistance or knowledge. Those are the few who are chosen directly by you! We’ll 
send a few files for you to choose from and they’ll be on a plane in 24 hours!



Glass Garden Headquarters 

With the agency circling around the detection, 
capture, and rehabilitation of ghosts, an open 
area was necessary for the group. After months  
of searching, Head Captain Roasie discovered a 
small glass garden located in Phoenix, Arizona. 

It was seen as the perfect place, and so it  
was selected. It has been redesigned multiple  
times by the agency and has been the main  
home for rehabilitating ghosts since 2006. While  
it remains near the public domain, if anyone 
outside of the agency enters without a warrant, 
consequences will ensue.

The only people allowed at HQ are staff above 
level three, those below level three are granted 
access as long as they have proper supervision.



HUI PHAN    THE EMPATH      
INTERNATIONAL

Recently hired, Hui Phan is an international agent who specializes 
in Asian and English creatures. Known as “The Empath” within 
agency walls, she’s someone who can empathize with anyone or 
anything residing in both the realms of life and death. 

Before joining the agency, Hui attended Skidmore University  
with a major in psychology for two years before dropping out due 
to personal issues. The young woman lived with two roommates 
before moving out in late 2016 and started renting an apartment  
in a bad part of town where she lived for three years. Alone.



AKIN SELI                #XXXXXXXXX        RECENTLY 
LOCATED

A young woman who passed away (suspected to be in the 80’s due 
to time frame given by family), recently located by the agency, 
and more specifically by Agent [ REDACTED ]. Found with a 
driver's license, ID’ing the woman was a simple process and the 
family was located less than one week after the detection.   

Born and raised in Michigan, Akin was a good kid with straight 
A’s, a blank record, and never a partier. The possible reason behind 
her death has been challenged multiple times, theories rising but 
none have come close to being confirmed.
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